1. Draw a line to divide the word into syllables. Underline the CVCe syllable.

   inside

2. Draw a line to divide the word into syllables. Underline the CVCe syllable.

   unlike

3. What does *slowly* mean?
   a) in a slow way
   b) slow down
   c) not slow

4. What does *beautiful* mean?
   a) not pretty
   b) full of beauty
   c) cool down

5. What does *quietly* mean?
   a) in a loud way
   b) in a quiet way
   c) not quiet
6. Which word means “full of color?”
   a) pretty
   b) dull
   c) colorful

Add the correct suffix to the word in ( ) to complete the sentence.

7. Please sit ______________________ while I read the story. (quiet)

Rewrite each sentence. Add commas where they are needed.

8. We grew cucumbers tomatoes corn and squash in our garden.
   ___________________________________________________________________
   ___________________________________________________________________

9. We passed out cupcakes candy and drinks for the party.
   ___________________________________________________________________
   ___________________________________________________________________

10. I have pencils books and crayons in my backpack.
    ___________________________________________________________________
    ___________________________________________________________________